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When In Rome, Or Rio, Or Riyadh...: Cultural Q&A's For Successful Business Behavior Around The WorldIntercultural Press, 2004
The author of this text coaches the business traveler on important cultural issues that can easily go awry: getting acquainted, making a good impression, eating and drinking together, discussing ethics and politics in the workplace, and much more.

For nearly twenty years, Gwyneth Olofsson has been helping people avoid the cultural gaffes...
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The SSCP Prep Guide: Mastering the Seven Key Areas of System SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A one-stop source of security and privacy information for IT professionals, covering everything you’ll need to know to pass the Systems Security Certified Practitioner examination
This prep guide and general reference will help you breeze through the SSCP security certification test by greatly enhancing your understanding of how to...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Adobe Audition 2.0Focal Press, 2006
"Very helpful are the copious and easy to interpret screenshots...Topics can be found easily."
 - Pro Audio Review, Aug. 2006     

       Software packages are complex. Shouldn't software books make it easier? Simplify your life with the Focal Easy Guide to Adobe ® Audition ® 2.0! This short, full-color book...
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Schaum's Outline of Visual BasicMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Master the fundamentals of Visual Basic with Schaum'sthe high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and achieve your personal best on exams and projects!
Students love Schaum's Outlines because they produce results. Each year, hundreds of thousands of students improve their test scores...
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Character Animation in 3D, : Use traditional drawing techniques to produce stunning CGI animationFocal Press, 2004
Finally! A forthright approach to a complex art form. An inspired text that fuses an essential understanding of fundamental traditional methods and technology.
Rita Osei, Animation & Graphics Producer, Cartoon Network, Boomerang, Toonami

It was surely a matter of time before a publication like this emerged. An understanding of...
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IP Telephony with H.323: Architectures for Unified Networks and Integrated ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A comprehensive introduction to the protocols and architecture everyone must know in order to implement H.323-based IP telephony
   IP Telephony with H.323   

   Internet Protocol (IP) telephony is changing the way business gets done, allowing multimedia messages such as voice, data, and video to be transmitted over standard routers,...
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Maintaining Team Performance (Center for Creative Leadership)Pfeiffer, 2007
Between the time a team is launched and the time it delivers results, managers need to know that the team is on course. Whether they have launched a team to achieve a business objective or have inherited a team, they need to monitor effectiveness on an ongoing basis and make course corrections that keep small problems from becoming major...
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Social Thinking--Software PracticeMIT Press, 2002
Software practice is everywhere: software development, design, and use as well as related management are shaping today’s technology and changing the way we engage in social relations at work and at home, in small groups and in the larger society. Scientific reflection on software practice aims at understanding and improvement; at the same...
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Operating Systems: Internals and Design Principles (5th Edition) (GOAL Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
This book covers concepts, structure, and mechanisms of operating systems.  Stallings presents the nature and characteristics of modern-day operating systems clearly and completely.  Includes major programming projects. Offers step-by-step web support with CD/Rom Resources.     A basic reference for those interested in learning...
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NeuroengineeringCRC Press, 2007
Comprehensive, practical, and broad in scope, Neuroengineering offers clinical insights on revolutionary technologies from prominent neurosurgeons and neurologists. This book presents a wide range of new developments in the field and high-impact emerging technologies that are poised to change the industry, described in detailed...
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Text Mining: Classification, Clustering, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2009
This book is a worthy contribution to the field of text mining. By focusing on classification (rather than exhaustively covering extraction, summarization, and other tasks), it achieves the right balance of coherence and comprehensiveness. It collects papers by the leading authors in the field, who employ and explain a variety of...
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REPOSITIONING:  Marketing in an Era of Competition, Change and CrisisMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The book that completes Positioning . . .

Thirty years ago, Jack Trout and Al Ries published    their classic bestseller, Positioning: The Battle for Your    Mind—a book that revolutionized the world of marketing.    But times have changed. Competition is fiercer.    Consumers are savvier. Communications are...
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